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By Lewis J. Kleinsmith, Jeff Hardin, W.M. Becker

Pearson Education (US), United States, 2005. Mixed media product. Book Condition: New. 6th
revised United States ed. 279 x 218 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. The World of the Cell,
Sixth Edition continues the tradition of previous editions widely praised for covering some of the
most difficult concepts for students -- bioenergetics, metabolism, enzyme kinetics,
thermodynamics, membrane transport, cell signaling, regulatory mechanisms, transcription and
translation, signal transduction, and DNA replication and recombination -- at the right level and
clarity. The authors integrate coverage of modern molecular techniques and recent research
advances without losing students in overwhelming detail. The World of the Cell s trademark
features -- Art that Teaches, Multi-level Problem Sets, Quick Check Concept Statements, Guide to
Techniques and Methods, and Boxed Essays (Further Insights, Experimental Techniques, and
Human Applications) -- help students learn the process of science, not just facts. As cell biology
continues to incorporate molecular biology advances, instructors can count on Becker s text to
provide strong coverage of basic biochemistry in an easy-to-follow framework, while also offering a
balanced coverage of cellular metabolism.
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Dana Hintz-- Dana Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You wont really feel monotony at at any
moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask me).
-- Elisa Reinger-- Elisa Reinger
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